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trusted
construction
software for k-12
school districts
The complexities of school district construction
management can be a challenge. Owner Insite
has developed project management tools to
help insure the district facilities of the future
are built correctly, on time, and on budget.

WHY YOUR NEXT K-12 SCHOOL DISTRICT
PROJECT NEEDS OWNER INSITE

Complete Project Visibility

Ensure project success and deliver the best to your constituents.
School districts juggle multiple construction projects with tight timelines,
strict budgets and multiple stakeholders. Owner Insite’s software gives
users transparency and complete control by allowing instant access to
any renovation, new construction, or bond construction program.

Strong Custom Reporting

Provide everyone involved with high-level reporting, project
oversight, and accountability.
Owner Insite’s cloud-based platform was designed to accommodate
school district needs, from budgeting and tracking to school boards
and oversight committees’ needs. Users have visibility to the work done
by contracts, as well as change requests, approvals and even design
changes from architects and engineers.

Affordable Project Pricing

Field questions from constituents quickly and easily.
School board meetings will go smoothly because Owner Insite provides
users answers right at their fingertips. Quick to set up, our easy-to-use
software also has a unique pricing structure making it affordable and
invaluable for virtually any ISD’s construction project.

Tools Everyone Can Use
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k-12 school
district project
checklist
ARE YOU BUILDING A NEW K-12 SCHOOL DISTRICT FACILITY?
Here are a few questions you might want to ask and answer before you get started;
Is there a communication plan in place for the
project team?
Is there common agreement amongst all
project stakeholders about how documents
will be tracked, responded to and maintained?
Does your project contract with each
project stakeholder stipulate response time
expectations?
If issues arise amongst the project team, who
will lead the effort to resolve the conflict?

If issues arise that may affect the project
budget, who will take point to review and
ultimately approve?
Everyone assumes that everyone has
common sense on things like data tracking,
communication and reasonable response
time. But not everyone has the same common
sense. Is there a plan to set a standard from
the onset of the project to insure every
stakeholder is operating under the same
understanding of acceptable requirements?

What project data does the owner of the
project expect to receive on a daily, weekly
or monthly basis and through what system
will that data be used to store and share that
information

As the owner of the project, is all project data
ultimately ending up in your own ownerfocused platform to insure data consistency,
accuracy and long-term memorialization?

Are there efficiencies built into the pay
application process to insure accurate
documentation is submitted every time to
avoid payment delays?

Does everyone on the team agree to be open,
honest and committed to delivering the
project on time, on budget and with the best
interest of the owner (you) in mind?

